
WORLD CUP 2018 - SPECIALS  

  

Best Goalkeeper - Predict which goalkeeper will be selected in the FIFA Team (best eleven) of the 

World Cup 2018.  

  

Elimination in Penalty Shootout - Predict which team will be eliminated from World Cup 2018 

after penalty shootouts. 

  

Final Referee - Predict who will be the referee of the final game of the World Cup 2018.  
  

First Corner in Final Match - Predict which of the offered teams will take the first corner at the 
final match of World Cup 2018. 
  

First Time Winner - Predict which team will win the World Cup trophy for the first time in 
history. 
  

Group Forecast – Predict which teams will finish in the first two places in the group (1-2, 2-1). 

  

Group Tricast - Predict the exact order of the first 3 teams in the group (1-2-3).  

Outright - Predict until which stage of the World Cup 2018 will a specific team finish: 
1-Winner 
2-Finalist (loser of the final match) 
1-2 Finalist (to reach the final match) 
3 - 3rd place 
1-4 - Semi Final (to reach the semi-final match) 
3-4 - To be eliminated in the semi-finals 
1-8 – Quarter finals (to reach the quarter finals) 
5-8 – To be eliminated in the quarter finals 
9-16 – To be eliminated in the "Last 16" phase. 
 

Team Total Penalties - Predict the exact number of penalties awarded in total to a certain team 
in the World Cup 2018 (penalty shootouts will not be counted). 
 
Team Total Yellow Cards - Predict the total number of Yellow Cards that a specific team will 
receive during the World Cup 2018. Yellow Cards given after the end of the match and/or 
Yellow Cards given to head coach and/or to other team officials will not be counted. 
 
Team Total Red Cards - Predict the total number of Red Cards that a specific team will receive 

during the World Cup 2018. Red Cards given after the end of the match and/or Red Cards given 

to head coach and/or to other team officials will not be counted. 



Team with the most Red Cards - Predict the team with the most awarded Red Cards during the 

World Cup 2018. Red Cards given after the end of the match and/or Red Cards given to head 

coach and/or to other team officials will not be counted. 

Team with most Yellow cards - Predict the team with the most awarded Yellow Cards during the 

World Cup 2018. Yellow Cards given after the end of the match and/or Yellow Cards given to head 

coach and/or to other team officials will not be counted. 

Group Highest Scoring Match - Predict the match with the most scored goals from a specific 
group. 
 
Highest Scoring Team - Predict which team will score most goals in total at World Cup 2018. 
Goals scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 
 
The team that conceded the most goals - Predict which team will receive the most goals during 

the World Cup 2018. Goals scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 

  

Lowest Scoring Team - Predict which team will score least goals in total at World Cup 2018 
(goals scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted). 
 

Group Lowest Scoring Team - Predict which team from specific group will score least goals in the 

group stage of World Cup 2018 compared to other teams of the same group.  

  

Group Highest Scoring Team - Predict which team from specific group will score most goals in 

the group stage of World Cup 2018 compared to other teams of the same group. 

  

Highest Scoring Group - Predict the group which will score most goals in group phase of World 
Cup 2018. 
  

Lowest Scoring Group - Predict the group which will score least goals in group phase of World 
Cup 2018. 
  

To Score a Hat-Trick - Predict which player will score 3 or more goals in a single match of the 

World Cup 2018.  

   

Goalkeeper Scores - Predict if at least one goalkeeper will score a goal at World Cup 2018 
regardless of the team.  
  

Goal from Own Half - Predict if at least one player will score a goal from his own half at World 

Cup 2018 (defending half of field will be considered as own half).  

  



Top Assistant - Predict the player who will be awarded as the player with most assists at World 
Cup 2018 by FIFA criteria. If two or more players has the same number of assists, “Dead Heat” 
rule will be applied. 
 

Name the Finalists – Predict the two teams that will compete in the final match of the World 
Cup 2018.  
 

Winner and Top Goals Scorer - Predict both the winning team and the player who will score the 
most goals in the World Cup 2018. 
 
Goalscorers Duel - Predict which player from the duel will score most goals in total at World cup 

2018. Goals scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted.  

  

Total Corners - Predict which team will have most corners in total during the World Cup 2018 

both in regular and extra.  

Group Total Yellow Cards - Predict how many Yellow Cards will be given in total in group stage 

matches of World Cup 2018. 

Best placed team from a speaking area - Predict which team will have the highest ranking in the 

World Cup 2018, based on the official language of the country. The official language of the 

country is defined as follows: 

1) Arabic language (Morocco, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia) 

2) Spanish (Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Argentina, Spain, Mexico, Uruguay, Peru) 

If two or more teams are eliminated in the same stage of the tournament, as a better placed 

team, the following criteria will be taken into account: 

1) the team which has won more points, 

2) the team which has a better goal difference, 

3) the team that has scored more goals. 

  

Best placed team from the geographical area - Predict which of the offered teams will have the 

highest ranking in the World Cup 2018, based on its geographical location. The geographic 

location is defined as follows: 

1) Europe (Germany, France, Spain, Belgium, England, Portugal, Russia, Croatia, Poland, 

Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Serbia, Iceland) 

2) African countries (Senegal, Nigeria, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia) 

3) Asian countries (Japan, Iran, South Korea, Australia, Saudi Arabia) 

4) South American countries (Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Colombia, Peru) 

5) North American countries (Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama) 

6) Scandinavian Countries (Sweden, Denmark, Iceland) 



If two or more teams are eliminated in the same stage of the tournament, as a better placed 

team, the following criteria will be taken into account: 

1) the team which has won more points, 

2) the team which has a better goal difference, 

3) the team that has scored more goals. 

 

Continent of Winner - Predict from which continent will be the winner of World Cup 2018.  

Final Match Kick Off - Predict which team will kick off the final match of the World Cup 2018.  

Most Saved Penalties - Predict which of the offered goalkeepers will have the most penalty saves 

on World Cup 2018. Penalties saved through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be 

counted. 

  

Win the Medal - Predict which team will finish in one of the three places (1-2-3) of World Cup 

2018.  

Yellow Cards & Points Group Phase – Predict both number of yellow cards and total points a 

specific team will get during the group phase of the World Cup 2018.  

Team Duels - Predict which of the listed teams in duels will be better ranked on World Cup 

2018. If two or more teams are eliminated in the same stage of the tournament, as a better 

placed team, the following criteria will be taken into account: 

1) the team which has won more points, 

2) the team which has a better goal difference, 

3) the team that has scored more goals.  

  

Total Goals in a Group - Predict how many goals will be scored in one of the groups during group 

phase. 

Total Group Goals - Predict how many goals will be scored in all groups of group phase. 

Total Goals World Cup - Predict how many goals will be scored in total during World Cup 2018. 

Goals scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 

Best Goalscorer Total Goals - Predict how many goals will be scored from the Best Goalscorer of 

the World Cup 2018.  

Total Corners World Cup - Predict how many corners will be in total during World Cup 2018.  

Penalties Group Phase - Predict how many penalties will be given in one of the listed groups of 

World Cup 2018.  



Total Penalties Scored - Predict how many goals will be scored directly from the penalties during 

World Cup 2018. Goals scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 

Total Penalties Scored Group Phase - Predict how many goals will be scored directly from the 

penalties during the group phase of World Cup 2018.  

Total Penalties Missed Group Phase - Predict how many penalties will be missed during the group 

phase of World Cup 2018. 

Total Penalties Missed - Predict how many penalties will be missed during World Cup 2018. 

Penalties missed through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 

Total Red Cards Group Phase - Predict how many red cards will be given in the group phase of 

the World Cup 2018.   

Red Cards by Group - Predict how many red cards will be given in one of the listed groups during 

the group phase of the World Cup 2018.  

Total Red Cards Last “16” - Predict how many red cards will be given in the last “16” phase of the 

World Cup 2018.   

Total Red Cards Quarter Finals - Predict how many red cards will be given in the Quarter Finals 

of the World Cup 2018. 

Total Red Cards Semi Finals - Predict how many red cards will be given in the Semi Finals of the 

World Cup 2018. 

Total Yellow Cards Group Phase - Predict how many yellow cards will be given in the group phase 

of the World Cup 2018.  

Yellow Cards by Group - Predict how many yellow cards will be given in one of the listed groups 

during the group phase of the World Cup 2018. 

Total Yellow Cards Last “16” - Predict how many yellow cards will be given in the last “16” phase 

of the World Cup 2018.   

Total Yellow Cards Quarter Finals - Predict how many yellow cards will be given in the Quarter 

Finals of the World Cup 2018. 

Total Yellow Cards Semi Finals - Predict how many yellow cards will be given in the Semi Finals 

of the World Cup 2018. 

Group Team Goals - Predict how many goals will be scored from a specific team in the group 

phase of the World Cup 2018.  



Team Top Goalscorer - Predict the player who will score the most goals for his team. If two or 
more players score the same number of goals, “Dead Heat” rule will be applied. Goals scored 
through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 
 
First Goal in Final Match - Predict which player will score the first goal in the final match of the 

World Cup 2018. 

Top Goalscorer - Predict the player who will score the most goals during the World Cup 2018. If 

two or more players score the same number of goals, “Dead Heat” rule will be applied. Goals 

scored through penalty shootouts after extra time will not be counted. 

Dead Heat Rule - If you bet on Player or Team A but there is a tie with Player or Team B, you 
will get paid on full odds, but the stake will be split between the number of players or Teams 
who drew. So, your stake would be split in 2. If 3 players draw, your stake will be split in 3, etc.  
 

SPECIAL OFFER will be available for betting during the World Cup 2018, and prices will change 
accordingly, based on the achieved results. 
 
The odds will be updated and will be published daily in both Meridian Gaming (CY) Ltd Licensed 
Class A Premises and in the official website (Class B) www.meridianbet.com.cy. 
 
SPECIAL OFFER can be combined with any other offer of Meridian Gaming (CY) Ltd.  


